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Abstract 

The fuzzy decision making system is constructed to make decisions under uncertainty. Much of the focus 
in developing this field was in the area of management. Decision making systems find wide application 
area in many fields.  

    The computer network management is a rich field with many management algorithms that exist in 
different layers of the communication protocol, so it is selected to  become  as  an  application  area  for 
this research . 

    The research presents a fuzzy decision making system that make enhancement for the traffic shaping 
management algorithm that is called (token bucket algorithm) which regards as a congestion control 
management algorithm. 

    The Fuzzy Decision Maker (FDM) can control effectively on the Token Rate (TR) that used by (Token 
Bucket Algorithm) and as a result an algorithm that control effectively on the shape of traffic. 

    The (Fuzzy Token Algorithm) consumes approximately the same time of Token Bucket Algorithm but 
less time than Leaky Algorithm.                                                                                                                     

    The traffic shaping management algorithm needs a network that work in it and a routing algorithm 
that find the best route in the network to pass the packets of the source that shaped by the algorithm.                                                                                                                  

    The Network has been build by the Network Grapher (NG) program to construct a network  topology 
(i.e structure) that  satisfy  the  user  needs in a  simplified manner. The network consist of ( Routers , 
Stations , Links ) .                                                                                                                           

     The link state routing algorithm that based on Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to find the best route from 
source to destination through the network.  

     The software package  was built in Visual Basic integrated development environment depending on 
features object – oriented programming (OOP) . Also used  Microsoft Access   program to create and 
manage the databases that used by software to save information of the network ( state information) 
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